guidelines for the operation of treasury single account

Beginning Friday, the foundation will begin the process of systematically reopening all foundation sites, returning normal group sizes and restoring a full roster of programming.

colonial williamsburg expands operations following state’s easing of covid-19 guidelines

Lucknow: The Uttar Pradesh state government has issued guidelines for the operation of Lucknow University and its affiliated colleges in view of the COVID-19 pandemic. The new guidelines are also

up govt issues covid guidelines for lucknow university, affiliated colleges, check details here

Autoworkers have dealt with massive outbreaks inside major plants in recent months, and many have lost loved ones and coworkers to the terrible virus.

autoworkers at sterling heights assembly plant speak out against relaxation of cdc guidelines, end to covid restrictions

These guidelines are supposed to ensure that CAFOs are implementing the technology and management practices necessary to reduce the amount of pollution these operations discharge into the nation’s

epa sued for failure to update farm wastewater guidelines

Carnival Cruise Line - the latest fleet to receive CDC approval to begin hitting U.S. waters again– will first focus on Port of Galveston in Texas as well as Port Miami and Port Canaveral in Florida

epa sues for failure to update farm wastewater

carnival gets cdc approval for florida, texas cruises this summer

Fort Bend County Commissioners’ unanimously passed the policy for body-worn cameras to establish guidelines for the operation of County body-worn camera equipment assigned to peace officers in an

fort bend county unanimously passes county policy for body-worn cameras on the anniversary of george floyd’s death

The Sri Lanka Export Development Board (EDB) has made arrangements to facilitate export-oriented industries based on the circulars issued by the Government Health Authorities to continue operations of

edb supports exporters to continue operations during latest travel restrictions and lockdowns of certain areas in the country

IDF Home Front Command issued updated safety guidelines on Tuesday night (May 18) for communities in southern and central Israel as Operation Guardian of the Walls continues. Residents of towns in the

updated idf home front command guidelines for israelis

Water parks around Branson celebrated their opening days Saturday, reopening after facing many challenges from the pandemic last year.

branson water parks reopen for summer with normal hours of operation, fewer pandemic restrictions

The White House-led Safer Federal Workforce Task Force is incorporating recent Centers for Disease Control and Prevention updates on COVID operations into their guidance for agencies looking to

cdc mask guidelines and the federal workforce

Businesses are preparing to resume normal operations after California Gov. Gavin Newsom announced the relaxation of many COVID-19 restrictions starting June 15. Monte Schaller, General Manager at the

venues preparing to welcome people back for events when covid-19 guidelines relax june 15

Among salient points discussed in the meeting is the crafting of a unified operational guidelines and protocols that shall be observed by PNP and PDEA Units when conducting anti-illegal drugs

pnp, pdea draw up guidelines for anti-drug operations

MANILA, Philippines — The Philippine National Police and the Philippine Drug Enforcement Agency have, again, drawn up guidelines for anti-drug operations after yet another "misencounter".

pnp and pdea again craft guidelines for drug operations after standoff

The Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP) provides streamlined, updated operations and maintenance (O&M) guidelines for the following water-using equipment. This page provides agencies with

technical operations and maintenance guidelines on common water equipment

Federal government has released guidelines for the legal framework for states’ debt management operations for the achievement of the disbursement-linked indicator (DLI) under the States’ Fiscal

nigeria: govt sets guidelines for states’ debt management operations

In a major tweak to its new health guidelines for cruise ships, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) late Wednesday said cruisers on vessels where most passengers (95% or more)

the cdc finally is backing down from its ‘preposterous’ mask rules for cruise ships

University Hospitals Director of Breast Center Operations. She was part of multi-society, multi-disciplinary team that broke these patients down into categories, and set guidelines for how they

new guidelines for treatment of breast cancer patients during covid-19

Passengers setting sail again out of the U.S. is on the horizon. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention on Wednesday issued new guidance for cruise operators to move toward resuming

cdc issues new cruise guidelines for volunteer test voyages

In response to USG’s new guidelines, UGA announced a transition over the next several weeks to pre-COVID operations in preparation for fall semester. In March, university officials announced

masks no longer required for the vaccinated at uga under new covid guidelines

Cruise companies did not immediately comment on the C.D.C.’s updated guidelines as many were still reviewing the letter. Florida is the biggest state for cruise operations and it had sued the C

the c.d.c. eases rules for cruises, making mid-july trips possible. As of now, to register for COVID-19 vaccination and book slots, one needs to use the CoWIN platform, the Aarogya Setsu app, or the UMANG app – all of which are government-run. Developers are only

covid-19 vaccination slot booking will soon be allowed via third-party apps as centre revises guidelines for cowin api

SK global chemical was awarded the highest score for being eco-friendly with its business operations. It received the mark and earned the United Nations environment-friendly certification, and this

sk global chemical awarded with the top score for environmentally-sound operation

The Pentagon and international partners are developing guidelines for operating in space, just as international norms govern maritime operations. Maj. Gen. DeAnna Burt, the commander of SPACECOM’s

general says us military should consider a deconfliction line for space

Advanced Micro Devices introduced the new AMD Radeon RX 6000M Series Mobile Graphics chips for gaming laptops today.
and launches radeon rx 6000m gpus for gaming laptops
"There are many benefits to having common guidelines for space operations," John D. Hill, who is performing the duties of the assistant secretary of defense for space policy, said. He testified

there must be rules for how we use space, defense leaders say
with the planned creation of a unified operational guidelines to avoid future "misencounters" during anti-drug operations. "Maglalagay kami ng unified operational guidelines, so that hindi

eleazar: pnp, pdea need unified guideline to avoid 'misencounter'
The National Command and Operation Centre (NCOC) has issued guidelines for Youm-e-Al (AS), Shab-e-Qadr and other occasions to curb the spread of coronavirus. The NCOC stated in its guidelines

ncoc issues guidelines for youm-e-ali (as), other occasions
Volunteers are needed for Greenfield’s bi-weekly food distributions, as community members continue to show up in large numbers to the regular events. The easing of pandemic guidelines has not ended

volunteers needed for food distributions in greenfield
The Pennsylvania Department of Health has yet to issue revised guidelines for pool operations, although Gov. Tom Wolf has announced that all covid-19 mitigation orders will be lifted on Memorial Day.

pool operators wait for state guidelines, look forward to ‘normal’ season
Robyn DeSpain, director of strategic communications, sent out an email concerning updates about COVID-19 operating guidelines.

vsu announces covid-19 guideline updates for fall 2021
MANILA, Philippines — The Quezon City government has issued a set of guidelines for community or city permit would be required for their operation.

qc issues guidelines for community pantries
ISLAMABAD: The National Command and Operation Centre (NCOC) issued on Tuesday health guidelines for Eidul Fitr prayers to prevent the spread of the coronavirus. According to the NCOC, Eid prayers

no handshaking or hugs: ncoc issues guidelines for eid prayers
The National Command and Operation Centre (NCOC) Tuesday approved strict guidelines and safety protocols for holding Eid-ul-Fitr prayers across the country. According to the guidelines

ncoc approves guidelines, safety protocols for eid prayers across country
The new rules will force pipeline operators to report any cybersecurity incidents to CISA and hire cybersecurity coordinators who can be on call 24/7.

dhs releases new cybersecurity guidelines for pipelines after colonial attack
LAHORE: Following fresh guidelines issued by the National Command Operation Centre revising lockdown restrictions in view of the apparent reduction in new Covid-19 cases, the Punjab Masstransit

metro, speedo bus operations to resume today
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention on Wednesday issued new guidance for cruise operators to move toward resuming operations with guidelines for test voyages where travelers could volunteer

cdc issues new cruise guidelines for volunteer test voyages
(Bloomberg) – At OBI Seafoods, a sprawling operation with outposts throughout Alaska, there’s all sorts of extra machinery for workers to master. At Whole Foods Market, there are new guidelines for

salmon have shrunk so much that whole foods redid its guidelines
A Kishore Kumar Kodgi, President of Campco, said that Campco had suspended its operations for a few days and staff in mind and in line with the guidelines of the Government, the cooperative

arcanaut cooperative campco to resume operations from may 17
At OBI Seafoods, a sprawling operation with outposts throughout Alaska, there’s all sorts of extra machinery for workers to master. At Whole Foods Market, there are new guidelines for purchasing

salmon have shrunk so much that whole foods redid its guidelines

insecurity: ecowas rolls out guidelines to mainstream peace and security
Mas i-improve namin yan maglalabas kami ng unified operational guidelines,“ Eleazar said lugar lalo na within area of police station” (no two separate, simultaneous operations in an area,

eleazar says pnp, pdea crafting guidelines to avoid misencounter
One has clear guidelines, the other doesn’t. In the election procedure with no attempt to keep it nonpartisan. So which operation is most likely to be fraudulent? Jeff Greason is a retired

which review of election ballots is more susceptible to fraud? bingo, the audit
will make sure that the vaccination in both government and private hospitals are carried out as per the Standard Operation Procedure (SOP) guidelines issued by the health department. Recently

covid-19: ernakulam district vaccination team warn of stern action for flouting guidelines
At OBI Seafoods, a sprawling operation with outposts throughout Alaska, there’s all sorts of extra machinery for workers to master. At Whole Foods Market, there are new guidelines for purchasing

salmon have shrunk so much that retailers are changing their guidelines
Guidelines are created by the BHSU campus The University of South Dakota will return to normal operations in the fall of 2021. The university will masks optional, physical distancing is

south dakota public universities decide on covid-19 guidelines for the upcoming school year
as per the Aviation Ministry guidelines for slot allocation, will be protected," it added. The slots would be made available to Jet Airways as and when they revived operations, it said in April

untangling the jet airways slot knot
Efforts are underway across the shipping industry to support the development and commercialization of ammonia as an maritime to support reducing carbon emissions from ship operations. In the

bureau veritas prepares guidelines to support development of ammonia
The Zambian leader has since urged employers and employees to diligently apply the guidelines in order to minimize the spread of the pandemic in workplaces and minimize disruptions to operations of

zambia develops guidelines for safety of workers at workplaces amidst covid-19
Email, instant messaging and other electronic communications play an important role in business operations, but these services also can be a liability. Companies need specific guidelines and